So, …....you're ready to make your own gas checks
by Ben Hays
Gas checks from Hornady and Gator checks are more expensive today than ever. The
cost of copper seems to be driving the cost up and up. Who knows exactly where it will
all end. 2 years ago, I began taking an interest in making my own gas checks. Many
shooters are doing this also now.
I want to stop for a minute and put in a “ disclaimer “ to the article. While the tool
that I've chosen to purchase and use ( and demonstrate in the article ) was made and sold
by Pat Green ( Pat Marlin on the Cast Boolit Forum ), I am not promoting or
discouraging the purchase of anyone's gas check making tool (s). I understand that
many have purchased FreeChex I, II, and III's and are very happy with them. I have no
experience with the FreeChex brand of tools and have absolutely no basis to make any
assumptions about their use or quality of operation.
Now that we've got the “ disclaimer “ out of the way, let's get started making some gas
checks. The photos and illustrations included here are of me making .30 cal. gas checks
with AmeriMax brand aluminum, .014 “ in thickness. This aluminum is available in 50
foot long rolls and cost less than $20 per roll and can be purchased at any Ace Hardware
Store. If the store doesn't have it in stock they will order it for you. It seems right now
that aluminum is the least expensive material to make your gas checks out of. Copper
and brass sheets are available to you to make gas checks out , but of course it is
considerably more expensive. I tried .009” thickness aluminum and .010 thick copper
and did not achieve the accuracy level with my .30 cal. cast bullets that I have with .014
“ thickness aluminum. I personally consider .014 “ Ameri Max aluminum to be an
excellent choice to use to make your own gas checks from.
The 1st step to making a gas check with the Pat Marlin gas check making tool is to cut
your .014” thickness aluminum into .465” wide strips. I like for my aluminum strips to
be about 12 inches long. These strips will be fed into a slot that is cut into the top of the
gas check disc cutting die, see photo below :

I like to use AmeriMax .014 “ thickness aluminum, see photo below :

As you can see , very little aluminum is wasted in cutting the disc out of the aluminum
strips :

Once the disc have been punched out with the disc cutting die, they will look like this :

These disc will be placed, one at a time , into the female gas check forming die, see
photo below :

Your reloading press that you use to load your ammo with will most likely work very
well with the Pat Marlin g/c making tool. My particular press is a Lyman Orange
Crusher. Pat sent a tool that worked OK to remove the g/c from the die once it was
formed, but I chose to make a slightly different one from an Lyman old primer arm to
eject the newly formed g/c. See photo below :

This next photo will show a freshly cut aluminum disc placed into the female g/c
forming die :

Once the g/c is formed , it must be ejected from the female die. This photo will show
you how that is accomplished :

The next photo will show you the freshly formed aluminum .30 cal. gas check as it is
being ejected from the female die. The gas check is ready to use , at this point in time.

This is what the gas checks look like when they are ejected from the die :

Here is a photo of some of these aluminum gas checks installed on Lyman 31141 HP's ,

sized .311 with aluminum .014” thick gc's installed and ready to load :

Here is a close – up of one of the bullets with an aluminum g/c installed and ready to
load :

Here is another photo showing some more of my cast .30 cal. HP's with the aluminum .
014 “ thickness gas checks installed.

I know the next question that you're asking..........” Yes, BUT will they shoot ? “
The answer is YES ! ! !

So, there it is. Hopefully you have a better idea now of what is involved in making your
own gas checks. Considering the continued rise in cost of commercial gas checks,
making your own makes better financial sense every day now !
Thanks,
Ben

